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Abstract 
Lando, B., Periodicity and ultimate periodicity of DOL systems, eoretical Computer Science 
82 (1991) 19-33. 
A unified presentation of periodicity and ultimate petiodicity of DOL systems is given. Boun& 
are provided for tile period and index of periodic systems, and simplified algorithms are obtained 
by using elementary morphisms. It was shown previously (Harju and Linna, 1986; Pansiot, 1986) 
that if (A, h, w) is a DOL system with h(w) = wy, then it is decidable whether the w-word \I”( W) 
is ultimately periodic, i.e., of the form xu“‘. In this paner a decision pr< CadL. c’ is given to decide 
if there are an index i and a period p such that iz”( h’( w)) = h’( w)y and irWp( h’( w)) is ultimately 
periodic. Given a morphism h : A* + A*, bounds are obtained for the period and index of uitimately 
periodic systems. It is also shown that the set {WE A*} h““‘(h’(w)) is ultimately pericdic) is a 
constructable regular language. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a finite set, and let h : A* + A* be a morphism. The pair (A, h) is often 
called a DOL scheme. A DOL system is a triple (A, h, WY) consisting of a finite set A, 
a morphism h : A* + A*, and a word (axiom) w of A*. The sequence generated by 
(A, h, w) consists of the words w, h(w), h’(w), . . . . For each nonnegarive integer 
i, we will denote h ‘( w) by Wi. In particular, w may be denoted as wo. Basic 
information about DOL systems can be found in [lo]. 
Let h : A*+ A* be a morphism. h is simplifiable if there is an alphabet 
cardinality 1 BI less than cardinality IAl and morphisms f: A* + B* and g : 
such that h = gJ Otherwise h is said to be elementary. As shown in [IO], it is 
decidable whether h is elementary, and if it is not, then a simplification can be 
constructed. The fact that elementary morphisms are injective (see [I]) will 
useful in this paper. 
The DOL system (A, h, w) is periodic if there exist nonnegative inte 
positive integers p and e sue 
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the least nonnegative integer i such that the above holds; by the period and exponent 
of (A, 11, W) we mean the least p and e such that h”( wi) = w:’ for index i. If e > I, 
then /I”“‘( w;) = limk,, h”P( wi) is defined and is equal to WY. Periodicity is defined 
in [5]. 
We use a definition of ultimate periodicity here which includes the notions of 
period and index, and in this respect is an extension of the definition as given 
elsewhere [2, 8, 91. (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic if there exist nonnegative i and 
positive p such that h”( Wi) = wiy for some y E A*, and h”“( wi) = XUO for some x E A* 
and u E A*. If u # 1, then Wp( wi) is an o-word; if u = 1, then h”“( wi) is simply a 
string of A*. Index and period are defined to be the least i and p such that these 
equations hold. It is clear that any periodic system is ultimately periodic. Previous 
definitions of ultimate periodicity assume index 0 and period 1. In [8], an ultimately 
periodic system with positive index is called “eventually” ultimately periodic, and 
an ultimately periodic system with period greater than 1 is said to be ultimately 
periodic after “speed-up”. 
In addition to ultimate periodicity, one may define left ultimate periodicity and 
ultimate biperiodicity by using the notions of left limits and two-sided limits of DOL 
sequences. (A, h, w) is lefr ultimate1.y periodic if there exist i and p such that 
V( wi) = yuli for some y E A*, and W’( w;) = u”x for some x E A* and u E A*. Finally, 
(A, h, w) is ultimately biperiodic if h”( wi) = yw,z and h”‘( Wi) = uwxuw. 
It was shown by Pansiot [9] and Harju and Linna [2] that ultimate periodicity 
with period 1 and index 0 is decidable. Using this result, it was shown by Head 
and Lando [5] that periodicity is decidable. In this paper bounds for the index and 
period of a periodic system are given, yielding a new more simple alg,orithm for 
deciding periodicity. Bounds are also computed for the index and period of ulti- 
mately periodic systems. It is shown that every ultimately periodic system gives rise 
to an o-word of the form XC where (A, h, u) is periodic with index 0. Using the 
results for periodicity and the bounds on period and index, a decision procedure 
is given for ultimate periodicity with arbitrary index and period. A fundamental 
tool used is the reduction to elementary morphisms by a sequence of simplifications 
(see [9] also). It is shown that periodicity and ultimate periodicity are preserved 
under such reductions, and that in elementary systems, words w such that (A, h, w) 
is periodic or ultimately periodic have very simple forms. 
A different viewpoint for studying periodicity is provided by Head and Land0 in 
[6]. Given an alphabet A and a morphism h :A*+A*, the set of all words w such 
that (A, 11, w) is periodic is examined. This set was found to be a noncounting, 
regular language. It is shown here that the set of words w such that (A, h, W) is 
ultimately periodic is also a constructable regular language. The constructability is 
based on the ability to construct he set of primitive words w such that (A, h, W) is 
periodic with index 0 and exponent > 1. A simple construction of this set is provided. 
Given a morphism h : *, each symbol a E A can be analyzed with respect 
to the sequence generated by (A, h, a). The symbol a will be called infznite if the 
set {a, 1 i 2 O> is: infinite, and Q is _fiPaife otherwise. A symbol a is mortal if ai = 1 for 
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some i a 0. a is said to be left recursive if, for some i > 0, ai = max, where m and x 
are strings of A* and m consists of mortal symbols. By the left recursive length of 
a left recursive symbol a we mean the least positive integer r such that a, = max, 
with m consisting of mortal symbols. Note that r is bounded by the number of left 
recursive symbols and thus by the size of the set A. In a similar manner, a symbol 
a is defined to be right recursive if ai = xam, where m consists of mortal symbols, 
and it is said to be recursive if ai = xay, where x and 1’ are arbitrary strings of A*. 
In the case that h is elementary, and thus injectivc, there can be no mortal symbols 
in A, Furthermore, each finite symbol c has the property that ci = c for some i > 0: 
Since c is finite, there are integers j and k with j < k such that cj = ck, or in other 
words, h’(c) = h’( CA-j). But h is injective; thus c = CA _jm Consequently, in the elemen- 
tary case, all finite symbols are both left recursive and right recursive. 
2. Morphisms of 
Let A and B be finite sets, and let h : A* + A* and k: B* + B* be morphisms. Let 
morphisms also be defined between A* and B” by f: A* + B* and g : B* + A* such 
that gJ= h and fg = k. The relationships are illustrated by the following diagram: 
A* B* 
When such morphisms exist, there is a resultant relationship between the iterations 
of h and the iterations of k: fh’ = k$ for j 2 0. This is shown by fh’ =f(gf)’ = 
(jjg)‘f= kjJ Thus if w, w,, . . . is a sequence generated by h and @ =f( ti), then 
i3=f(w), @=f(w*),... is a corresponding sequence generated by k. As a result, 
many of the properties of the DOL system (A, h, w) will also hold for the DOL 
system ( S, k, i3). 
roposition 2.1, Let (A, h, w) and (B, k, 6~) be DOL systc=ms, and letf: ,4* + B* and 
g : B* + A* be morphisms such that gf = h, Jfg z k, and f ( w) = Et (A, h, w) is periodic 
if and only if ( B, k, ti) is. Furthermore, if (A, h, w ) has index i, period p, and exponent 
e, then ( B, k, r3) has index i or i - 1, period p, and exponent e. 
roof. If (A, h, w) is periodic with index i, period p, and exponent e, then ItP( M’i) = 
WY, and consequently, 
k”(~i)=kP(f(~~i))=f(hP(Wi))=f(M’:’)= ti:n 
Thus (B, k, iit) is periodic with index j s i, period 9 s p, and exponent .f s e. 
similar argument, if ( 
s(fW) = h(~), (
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same period and exponent as (A, h, h(w)) and index at most one greater. (If the 
index of (A, h, h(w)) is 0, the index of (A, h, w) might be 0 or 1.) 
Therefore, if (A, h, w) is periodic with index i, period p, and exponent e, and 
(B, k, \ii) is periodic with index j, period 4, and exponent f, then 4 s p and p < q, 
$“- e and e sf, and consequently, the periods and exponents are equal. For the 
index, we have j si, and isj+l, and thus j=i orj=i-1. Cl 
osition 2.2. Let (A, h, w) and (B, k, \?r) be DOL systems, and let f: A” + B* and 
g : B* + A* be morphisms such that gf - h, fg = k, andf( w) = E (A, h, w) is ultimately 
periodic (left ultimately periodic, ultimately biperiodic) if and only if (B, k, 6~) is. 
Furthermore, if (A, h, w ) has index i and period p, then ( B, k, $) has index i or i - 1 
and period p. 
roof. The proof is given for the ultimately periodic case. The arguments for left 
ultimate periodicity and ultimate bi eriodicity are similar. Suppose that (A, h, w) 
is ultimately periodic with hp( wi) = diy and h”“( wi) = XU“‘. Then 
k”(si)=f(h”(wi))=f(~;y)= tiif(y) and 
Thus, (B, k, iii) is ultimately periodic. Conversely, if (B, k, a) is ultimately periodic, 
then so is (A, h, g( ti)) = (A, h, h(w)). But this implies that (A, h, w) is ultimately 
periodic The same argument as in Proposition 2.1 indicates that the periods of 
(A, h, w) and (B, k, i3) are the same, and that the index of (B, k, r;3) is the same as 
that of (A, h, w) or one less. 17 
A word u E A* is primitive if u = 9 can hold only if u = z and n = 1. For every 
word x f 1, there is a unique primitive word u, denoted here by fi, such that x = tik 
for some k > 0. For any morphism h : A* + A*, let 
V(A, h) = {v E A* 1 v is primitive and hP( v) = ve for some p > 0 and e > 1). 
The fact that V(A, h) is a finite, constructable set [S] will be useful in considerations 
of both periodicity and ultimate periodicity. A simplified direct construction of 
V(A, h) will be given in Section 3, using the following result. 
3. Let h:A*+A* and k:B* --) B* be morphisms, and let f: A”-, B* 
and g : B* + A* be morphisms such that gf = h andfg = k. There is a l- 1 correspondence 
between V( A, h) and V( B, k) given by v + Jfm. 
Let v E W-4 W with period p an exponent e.f( v) # 1 since g( f( v)) = h(v) f
m is primitive, it is in 
therefore, kP(Jf7;l;j;) 
v be strings of V( A, 16). 
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then there are integers i and j such that f(u’) =f( v,‘). But then g(f( u’)) = g(f( uj)), 
and thus h( u’) = h( u.‘). If w k the least common multiple of the periods of u and 
u, then hP( u) = ue and hP( u) = u.‘, with e > 0 andf> 0. Applying W’-’ to the equation 
h( u’) = h(d) yields uei = u.“, and using the primitivity of u and u gives u = U. Thus, 
the correspondence u + m is injective, implying that 1 V( A, h)l s 1 V( I?, k)l. But, 
by a similar argument applied to the correspondence from V( B, k) to V( A, h) given 
byw-*~,wehaveIV(B,k)l~IV(A,h)l,andthereforeIV(A,h)l=IV(B,k)l. •I 
The above results will be used when a morphism is reduced to an elementary 
morphism through a sequence of simplifications. This is summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let h : A* + A* be a morphism. Xhere is set A’ with IAl G IAl and an 
elementary morphism 6: A” --) A*, and there are morphism& A* + A* and 6 : Aa’* + A* 
such that gf= h’” and & = I?“, where m s IAl -IAl. The set A’ and morphism h can 
be effectiuely constructed. Furthermore, for any w in A* with f(w) denoted by @$ 
(i) (A, h, w) is periodic with index i, periodp, and exponent e ifand only if (A, 6 G) 
is periodic with index j between i - m and i, period p, and exponent e; 
(ii) (A, h, w ) is ultimately periodic ( left ultimately periodic, ultimately biperiodic) 
with index i and period p if and only if (A, 6, ti) is ultimately periodic (left ultimately 
periodic, ultimately biperiodic, resp.) with index j between i - m and i, and period p; and 
(iii) V(A, h) can be obtained from V(A, 6) by u + m. 
Proof. If h is not elementary, then a finite sequence of m simplifications can be 
constructed to reach an elementary system (see [lo]). Denote A by AU, h by hO, 
and w by wo. Then there is a sequence of sets A = Ao, Al, A?, . . . , A ,,,, and morphisms 
hi:AT-*Af, i=O ,... 9m, f:AT_,+AT, i=l,. 
gi:A”+AT-,, i= I,..., m, 
such that ho= h, h,, is elementary, and for i = 1, . . . , m, 1 Ail < I 
,giJ = hi- 1 (see Fig. 1). Let A,, be denoted by A, and h,,, be 
l 9 m, 
A;_,], jigi = hi, and 
denoted by K Let 
Fig. 1 
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j=J&,_ ,... &j”,, and g^=g,g,...g ,,,. Then&A*+A*, g”:A*+A*, gf=h”‘, and 
& = /?“. Note that m s IAl -I& 
(i) follows from Proposition 2.1, since for i = 0, . . . , m - 1, ( Ai, hi, J . . . fif,( w)) 
is periodic if and only if (Ai+, , hi+, J+,fi.. .&f,(w)) is periodic with the same 
period and exponent, and index the same or one less. Similarly, (ii) follows from 
Proposition 2.2. By Proposition 2.3, we can obtain V(A, h) from V( A, 6) by 
ecidability of periodicity 
Let (A, h, w) be a DOL system. It was shown in [S] that the periodicity of (A, h, w) 
is decidable. A simplified algorithm is given here which uses bounds on the period 
and index. 
ound on period. Let (A, h, w) be a periodic DOL system, and let IAl = n. If an 
infinite symbol occurs in w, then the period of (A, h, w) is less than or equal to n. 
If” as! consists of finite symbols, then the period of (A, h, w) is less than or equal to 
the least common multiple of the recursive lengths of the recursive finite symbols 
of A. 
In the case that an infinite symbol occurs in w, the result folllows from results in 
[2] or from [4,5]. For the case that w consists of finite symbols, [3] and [4, Theorem 
31 can be used to give the bound. 
It is easy to see that in the case that w consists of finite symbols, the bound for 
the period can exceed n. For example, if A = {a, al, a?, u3, a4, b, b, , b,}, with h 
defining cycles 
then (A, h, ab) has period 5 x 3 = IS. 
ex. Let (A, h, w) be a periodic DOL system, and let IAl = n. The index 
i of the system is less than or equal to n, with i = n only if A consists of rArortal 
symbols. If h is elementary, the index is 0. 
This bound can be proved using [ 1, Theorem 31 or Theorem 2.4 in this presentation. 
It is easy to show that if k”(w,) = w:’ and j 3 i, then W,W,) = H$‘. Thus, when testing 
for periodicity in the case that an infinite symbol occurs in w, one can simply test w,, _ I . 
ori 
i) 
periodic. 
icity. Let ( h, w) be a DOL. system with IAl = n. 
er w consists of ite symbols, and if it does, then ( 
(ii) Otherwise, determine if there exists a p c n such that W’(W,~_,) =WE-, for 
some eZ0. 
The remaining results in this section provide a more direct construction of the 
set V(A, h) than that given in [5]. It is shown that reduction to the elementary case 
simplifies the form of words of V(A, h). 
+ A* be an elementary morphism. If v is in V(A, h), then 
every conjugate oj’ v is in V( A, h ). 
Proof. Let 0’ be a conjugate of v. Since hP( v) = v’, hP( 6) is a conjugate of v’, and 
thus is the eth power of a conjugate of v. In fact, for each positive i, hip( v’) is a 
power of a conjugate of v. Since there are only a finite number of conjugates of v, 
there are integers i and j with i < j such that h’I)( 6) and h”‘( 6) are both powers of 
the same conjugate 6: h’r( u’) = t”. and h.@( u’) = 3. Then hiP( P) = i?- = h@( 6“) = 
hip( h(.i-i)p( 6“)). But h is injective; therefore, h’-j-““( 6’ j = 6”. Since 6 is primitive, 
h(.j-i)p( u’) is a power of fi, which means that U is in V( A, h). 0 
Note that if h is not elementary, some words of V( A, h ) are conjugate, namely 
those words which have an infinite letter in common (see [2]). However it may be 
that not every conjugate of a word of V(A, h) is in V{A, h). By a proper prefix 
(suffix) of a word v we will mean a prefix (suffix) which is not v, but may be 1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let h : A* + A* bs an elementary morphism. Let v E V( A, h ) with period 
p and let x E A? If there is an integer k such that h Ap( x) is a powe: qf v ( prejx, sufix, 
subword, resp. of a power oJr v), then x is a power of v f prejix, sufix, subword, resp. 
oj’a power of II). 
Proof. If x = 1, then the lemma is trivially true. Assume that x # 1, and consider 
the case that h’“(x) is a power of v. Let hAP(x) = v’ with .f>9 and for that k, 
hkP(v) = v”. Since h is injective and h?Y) = vIn = hkp( v’ ), we have x” = v’. Since 
v is primitive, x is a power of u, 
Now suppose that hAp(x) is a subword of a power of v. By Proposition 3.1 every 
conjugate fr of v = rs is in V(A, II), and thus for each such conjugate there is an 
integer j such that /I”‘( sr) = (sr)” = sv”-’ r. Thus, there is a multiple q of p such that 
all of the following hold: for any prefix r of v, h”(r) = v’r; for any suffix s of v, 
by(s) = SD’; and hq(x) is a subword of a power of v. Then h’l(x) = svRL where s is 
a proper suffix of o and r’ is a proper prefix of v. et r be the prefix of v SW 
I - v, and let S be the suffix of v such that F.? = .l - hen h”( rxS) = (v’r)(sv’X~v’) = v’. 
subword. Verification of the results for prefixes and suffixes is similar. El 
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reposition 3.3. Let h : A *+ A* be an elementary morphism. If v is in V(A, h) and 
a is an infinite symbol that occurs in v, then a occurs only once in v. 
roof. Let v E V( A, h) and let a be an infinite symbol that occurs in v. We may 
assume that a is the first symbol of v: if it is not, then by Proposition 3.1 we can 
consider a conjugate of v with this property. Let v be written as axlax . . . ax,, 
where each xi is a string which contains no occurrences of a, and m 3 1. Since a is 
infinite and (A, h, v) is periodic, it is possible to find a multiple 4 of the period p 
such that hfl( v) = vI‘ and hq(a) = vRr where g > 0 and r is a proper prefix of v: 
h*(v) = hi1(ax,ax2.. . ax,,,) = ( vKr)h9(x,)( vRr)h9(x2) . . . ( v”r)h9(x,,,) = v./. 
Since v is primitive, for i = 1,. . . , m, rh’(xi) = 0~1, where ei 2 0 [6, Lemma 2.11. 
Therefore, in particular, h9( ax,) is a positive power of v, implying that ax, is a 
power of v (Lemma 3.2). Thus v = axI, a string with only one occurrence of a. 0 
Construction of V(A, h). (i) Decide whether h is elementary, and if not, construct 
an elementary morphism K: A* + A* and obtain V( A, h) from V( A, K) as in Theorem 
2.4. Assuming this reduction, the remaining steps assume that h : A* + A* is elemen- 
tary, IAl s n, and V(A, h) is denoted by Y. 
(ii) Determine all infinite symbols a such that hP( a) = ay for some p 6 n, and 
hkp(a) has at least two occurrences of a for some k s n; 
(iii) for each such symbol and for the least k such that hkp(a) = azax with no 
occurrences of a in z, let v = az, and determine whether v is in V by testing if 
h”(v)= ve with e>O; 
(iv) for each v in V that is determined in (iii), add all conjugates. 
Example. Let A = {a, b, c, d} with h defined on A by 
a + qbc, b + dab, c + abc, d + dab. 
h is not elementary. A simplification can be given by defining A = {x, y}; $: A* + A* 
by f(a) =fW = x, and f(b)=f(d)=y; and g:A*+A* by g(x)=abc, and g(y)= 
dab. The morphism g is then determined by h’=fs so that K(x) = xyx, and i(y) = yxy. 
Applying the algorithm and Theorem 2.4, it is seen that V( 8,6) = {xy, yx}, and 
V(A, h) = (abcdab, dababc). 
ability of ultimaee 
The following results make use of the set V(A, h) to provide a simple algorithm 
for determining ultimate periodicity of DOL sequences. It is shown that, given a 
morphism k : A* + A*, there are bounds for the index and period of ultimately 
periodic systems (A, h, w), and one may thereby extend decidability algorithms to 
the case of arbitrary index and period. The following proposition is an immediate 
consequence of [4, Theorem 33, hroughout this section P will denott: the least 
common multiple of the lqfr recurs lengths of the left recursive .yymbols OJ 
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Proposition .l. Let (A, h, w) be an ultimately periodic DOL system. The period of 
(A, h, w) is a divisor of P and thus is bounded by P. 
roposition .2. Let (A, h, w) be a DOL system such that *for some positive integers i 
and p, hP( wi) = Wiz where z consists ofpfinite symbols. Then (A, h, w) !F ultimately 
periodic, and h”‘( wi) can be written as xu”, where v = 1 or v is primitive, 1: ‘(x) = xve 
with e>O, and hP(v)=v. 
roof. Consider the sequence hP(wi) = wiz, h2p(wi) = wizzlp l l l 9 h”(wi) = 
WiZZlZ2 l l l Zj-1 where z~+~ =hP(z,). Since each z, is a string of finite symbols, there 
are least integers j and k with j < k such that Zj = zk. Let x = WiZZl . . . Zj-1 and 
V = Zj l l l Zk-1 l Then hUp( wi) = xvw, and (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic. Note that 
h’k-i)p(v) = v. It may be assumed that v is primitive since, if it is not, it can be 
replaced by its primitive root. Since P is a multiple of the period of any periodic 
or ultimately periodic system, hp( v) = v. Furthermore, since hP(xv”) = xv* and v 
is primitive, h ‘(x) = xve. Cl 
In the case that hP( wj) = wjz and z contains an infinite symbol, (A, h, w) may not 
be ultimately periodic. However, if it is, then the form of the resultant o-word has 
characteristics imilar to the finite case. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (A, h, w) be an ultimately periodic system with period p and index 
i, and let hP(wi) = wiz where z contains an infinite symbol. hWP(wi) can be written as 
xvw, where v is in V(A, h), h’(x) = xve with e 3 0, and h’(v) = vf with f > 0. 
Proof. If (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic, then hUP( wi) = yu” for some u E A*. We 
may assume that u is primitive and that u contains an infinite symbol. Since the 
length of hkp( u) eventually exceeds any bound, there is an integer k such that 
Ihkp(u)I>21ul. But hkp( ) u is a subword of u“‘, so h”“(u) = suir, where i > 0, s is a 
proper suffix of u, and r is a proper prefix of u. Now, hkp( u*) = su’rsu’r is also a 
subword of u”. Since u is primitive, rs = 1 or rs = u. Thus, hkp(u) = (u’)j,j> 1, where 
u” is a conjugate of u. By 17, Lemma 3.41, there is a conjugate v of u such that 
v E V(A, h). Let x = yt where tv = ut. Then hUP( wi) = yu” = (ytj( v)” = xv? Finally, 
since (A, h, v) is periodic, hp( v) = vJ with f> 0; and since hP(xu”) = xv” and v is 
primitive, h’(x) must be of the form xve. Cl 
In summary, it has been shown that if ( , h, w) is an ultimately periodic system, 
with index i, then 
hUp( w,) = xvw, where h’(x) = xve, and hp( v) = vc 
It is easy to see that if hwp( wi) has only a finite number of infinite symbols, then it 
has just one. Thus, one of the following holds: 
(i) hwp( wi) has no infinite symbols, x is a string of 
as only one infinite symbol a 
as an infinite number of infi 
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If h is elementary, then for each finite symbol c, hP( c) = c, and for each i 
left recursive symbol a, hP(a) = az. As a result, x can be expressed very si 
each of the above cases when h is elementary: 
0 i x= w is a string of finite symbols, or 
( ) ii x= ea, where e is a string of finite symbols, and a is an infinite symbol, or 
(iii) x has no repeated infinite symbols. 
(ii) follows from the fact that wi has a prefix of the form ea where hp( a) = au 
with u consisting of finite symbols. Since hP( u) = u, h““(a) = au? (iii) follows from 
Pansiot’s condition for ultimate periodicity in the elementary case [9] (applied to 
hP and wi): for any subword az, where a is an infinite symbol and z is a string of 
finite symbols, there do not exist distinct symbols 6 and c such that both azb and 
azc are subwords of h”‘(wi). Expressing hUp( wi) in terms of its infinite symbols aj 
and finite strings Xi, it is seen that hWp(wi) = (xOa,xI . . . aj_,xj_l)(agj.. . a,,x& where 
aj is the first infinite symbol that repeats. Thus, h”“( wi) = yu“‘, where the string yu 
has no repeated infinite symbols. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 
4.3, there is a prefix t of u, and a conjugate v of u, such that v E V(A, h) and 
hUp( wi) = (yt)v” = XV“‘. Since yu had no repeated inlkite symbols, neither does x. 
Examples 4.4. Form (ii). Let A = {a, 6, c} with h defined on A by 
a+ab, b+c, c-, 6. 
Then (A, h, ba) is ultimately periodic with period 2, and h20( ba) = ba(bc)” where 
a is an infinite symbol, b and bc are strings of finite symbols, and h2( ba) = (ba)( bc). 
Form (iii). Let P, = {a, 6, c, d} with h defined on A by 
a+ab, b+cd, c+ bc, d+db. 
In this example all the symbols are infinite. (A, h, a) is ultimately periodic with 
period 1. It can be seen that the expression of h”(a) in the form xv” is not unique: 
h”(a) = a(bcd)“, wt$re h2(c) 2~ a( bed) and h2( bed) = ( bcd)4, or 
h”(a) = ab(cdb)“, where h2( ab) = ab( cdb)2 and h2( cd6) = ( cdb)4, or 
h”(a) = abc(dbc)“, where h2( abc) = abc(dbc)3 and h2(dbc) = (dbc)4. 
Let (A, h, w) be a DOL system with IAl = n. The index of (A, h, w) 
is bounded by 3nP. 
Let i be the index of (A, h, w). To simplify, notationally replace hP by h SO 
that all periods may be assumed to be 1. iie first consider the case where h is 
elementary. If w consists of finite symbols, then h(w) = w and the index = 0. So 
assume that w has at least one infinite symbol. There are two cases to consider: 
h”( wi) has one infinite symbol or an infinite number. 
f h”(wi) has only one infinite symbol, then it has the fo eav” whe e is a 
string of finite symbols, a is an infinite symbol, h(u) = au, a h(v) = 2). t k be 
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the least integer such that wk has a as its leftmost infinite symbol. k is less than or 
equal to n, and it can be shown that k is the index. wk =fay, where f and y are 
strings of finite symbols. Since h’(fuy) = fuvjy for all positive j, f must be the 
string e and y must be a prefix of a power of v. Thus wk is a prefix of h( wk), and 
hw(wk) is defined and equal to h”(wi). Therefore t e index i=kCn. 
In the case that h”( wi) has an infinite number of infinite symbols, it has the form 
xvw, where neither x nor v has any repeated infinite symbols (above discussion and 
Proposition 3.3). Then xv = eau where e is a string of finite symbols and CL is the 
leftmost infinite symbol in XV. h( ea) = eaz where z contains at least one infinite 
symbol; therefore, there exists a j G 2n such that hj(ea) has at least 2n infinite 
symbols. Thus hj(ea) has xv as a prefix. Since there is an integer k s n such that 
h”(w) has ea as a prefix, hk+j (w) has xv as a prefix. Therefore, Wk+j = xvy. Since 
h”(xvy) = xvemhm(y) for all m, h”(y) must be a prefix of a power of v for some 
m. By Lemma 3.2, y itself is a prefix of a power of v. Thus, Wk+j is a prefix of 
h( wk+j ) and h”(wk+j ) is defined, implying that the index i s k + j s 3n. 
In the case that h is not elementary, Theorem 2.4 can be applied to obtain an 
elementary scheme (A, k). Let n = IAI, and n’ = 121. Let i be the index for (A, h, w), 
and F be the index of the corresponding system (A, 6,$). Then i s i+ (n - 8) s 
3fi + (n - fi) s 3n. Finally, replacing h by h” causes the index to be multiplied by 
f. Thus, the bound for any index can be taken to be 3nPi Cl 
Theorem 4.6. Ultimate periodicity is decidable. 
Proof. If (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic, then hP( wf) = w,y and h”P( wl) = xvw, 
where P and I = 3 nP are the computable bounds given in Propositions 4.1 and 4.5. 
To simplify notation, we may replace hP by h and wI by w and reduce consideration 
to the problem of determining ultimate periodicity with period 1 and index 0. 
If h(w) is not of the form wy, then (A, h, w) is not ulti;nately periodic. Assume 
that h(w) = wy. It is decidable whether symbols are finite or infinite. If y consists 
of finite symbols, then (A, h, jo) is ultimately periodic (Proposition 4.2). So assume 
that h(w) = wy where y has an infinite symbol. By Theorem 2.4, we may assume 
that h is elementary. If (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic, then h”(w) = xv“’ where x 
has no repeated infinite symbols, v E V( A, h), and h(x) = xvk for some k 2 0. Thus, 
it suffices to examine the first h’(w) which has a repeated infinite symbol, and to 
determine whether it has the form xv’r where v is in the finite set V(A, h), 13 0, 
r is a prefix of v, and h(x) = xvk. Cl 
~11 the results obtained for ultimate 
, y,yw, Y2YlYW l l l are 
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5.1. Left ultimate periodicity is decidable. 
With the following observations it can be shown that decidability of ultimate 
biperiodicity can be reduced to one-sided ultimate periodicity. 
reposition 5.2. Let (A, h, w) be ultimately biperiodic with index i and period p. Then 
either 
(0 Wi = W’W”) where w’ is left ultimately periodic and w” is (right) ultimately 
periodic, or 
(2) wi = w’aw”, where h”P( wi) = h*p(a). 
roof. Suppose that Wi # w’w’, where w’ is left ultimately periodic and w’ is right 
ultimately periodic, Then u’i cannot be a string of finite symbols, nor can it be left 
ultimately periodic or right ultimately periodic. Let Wi = xoatxl . . . a,x,, where ach 
Xj is a string of finite symbols, and aj is the jth occurrence of an infinite symbol in 
W. Since hp( wi) = xwiy, there is a symbol aj such that hP(aj) is a subword of xwiy 
which includes the aj in the expression xxoalxl . . . a,x,y. Denote aj by a. a is 
recursive, but can be neither left recursive nor right recursive. If it were left recursive, 
for example, then it would be possible to factor Wi into w’w” where w’ has a as its 
leftmost infinite symbol, (A, h, w’) is left ultimately periodic, and (A, h, w’) ultimately 
periodic. Thus, hP( a) = z’az’, where both z’ and Z” contain nonmortal symbols. 
Therefore, h kp ( a) “grows” both to the left and the right of a, and h“‘p(a) = 
h”‘(wi). •3 
Corollary 5.3. Let (A, h, w) be an ultimately biperiodic DOL system. Let R be the 
least common multiple of the recursive lengths of recursive symbols of A. Then the 
period of (A, h, w) is a divisor of R. 
roof. Either Wi = w’w”, where w’ and w” yield one-sided ultimate periodicity, or 
w = w’aw”, where a is a recursive symbol and hwp(a) = hwp( w). In the first case the 
period of (A, h, w) is the least common multiple of the periods of (A, h, w’) and 
(A, h, w”). In the second case the period is the recursive length of a. In either case 
it is a divisor of R. 0 
or0 Given a morphism h : A* + A*, there is an integer J such that, for any 
ultimately bideriodic system (A, h, w), the index is 10~s than or equal to J. 
If (A, h, w) is either left CT right ultimately periodic, then the bound of 
us we maj reduce consideration to two cases: wi = w’aebw”, 
recursive infinite symbol, e is a string of finite symbols, and b is 
a left recursive infinite symbol; or Wi = w’aw” with a a recursive infinite symbol 
h that hwP(a) = MI either case an ar osition 
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Ultimate biperiodicity is decidable. 
Using the bounds for period and J for index, we may replace !z” by h 
by w, and thus a me that the period is I and the index is 0. For each 
factorization of w into w’w” it can be decided whether (A, Ir, w') is ultimately left 
periodic and (A, h, w”) is ultimately periodic. If this holds for some factorization, 
then (A, h, v) is ultimately biperiodic. Other&e, it 1; decidable whether there is a 
recursive symbol a in w such that w is a subword of h&(a) for some k > 0. If so, 
(A, h, w) is ultimately biperiodic if and only if (A, h, a) is. The ultimate periodicity 
of (A, h, a) can bt determined as follows. If h(a) = xay, define two OL schemes. 
Let (A,, h,) have alphabet Al = A u {a} and morphism hl defined by hl = h on 
symbols of A and h,(a) = xw Let (A*, h,) have alphabet A2 = A u {p) and morphism 
h2 defined by h2 = h on symbols of A and h,(B) = py. (A, h, a) is ultimately biperiodic 
if and only if (A,, hl , a) is left ultimately periodic and (A,, h2, fl) is ultimately 
periodic. Thus decidability again reduces to two one-sided decidability 
problems. U 
6. Regularity of sets of initial strings of perio ic and ultimately 
In [6] it is shown that the set W = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is periodic} is a noncounting 
regular language. Let 
U = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic}, 
LU = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is left ultimately periodic), and 
BU = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is ultimately biperiodic}. 
It will be shown that U, LU, and BU are constructable regular languages. Inciden- 
tally, this provides yet another algorithm to decide ultimate periodicity. 
Proposition 6.1. T = { w E A* I (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic with index 0}, LT = 
{w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is left ultimately periodic with index 0) and BT = {w E A* ! ( 
is ultimately biprriodic with index 0) are constructable regular languages. 
roof. Let w E T. Then there is a p > 0 such that hP( w) = wy and hop@ 
Proposition 4.11, similar equations ho bY the bound 
consider the left recursive symbols of j that if a is left recursive, 
a unique mortal string m may be determined such that hp( ma) == maz. Using the 
is a finite, constructable set. For each a E 
r some string m of 
is clearly a regular langua which are finite 
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symbols. For each such a, hwp(ma) is a finite string e = mafi such that hP(e) = e. 
Let E denote the set of such strings e. 
For each w E 7” either w has an infinite symbol or w consists of finite symbols. 
In the first case, it follows from [4] that if a is the leftmost infinite symbol of w, 
then w must be of the form ele2.. . ekr, where k 3 0, ei E E, and r E: R(a). If w consists 
of finite symbols, with a the rightmost nonmortal symbol, then w must again be of 
the form ele2 . . . ekr, where k 3 0, ei E E, and r E R(a). Thus, the set T is the union 
U,, B E * R( a) of regular languages and therefore is regular. 
By a mirror argument, the result also holds for LT. Let C = {a E A 1 (A, h, a) is 
ultimately biperiodic with index 0, but not one-sided ultimately periodic}. Then any 
a E C is an i&kite recursive symbol such that h ‘(a) = xay and hup( a) = u”z’az”vw. 
Let §(a) be the set of subwords of hP( a) including at least the central a. It is not 
difficult to show that S(a) is a regular language. Using Proposition 5.2 and the 
results above, we conclude that BT = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is ultima $1~ biperiodic with 
index 0) is exactly the set (LT)Tu (UaEC S(a)), and is thus a regular language. Cl 
rem 6.2. U = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is ultimately periodic}, LU = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) 
is left ultimately periodic}, and BU = {w E A* 1 (A, h, w) is ultimately biperiodic} are 
constructable regular languages. 
If w E U, with index i, then h’(w) is ultimately periodic with index 0 and 
thus is in T. Or, in other words, w E h-‘(u) for some u E T. Since the index is bounded 
by an integer i, each w E U is in some h-‘(T) with i G I. Each h-‘(T) is regular 
and can be constructed from T. Finally, U is a constructable regular language since 
it is a finite union of regular languages: U = Uf=, h-‘( T). Similarly, assuming that 
I is a bound for the index of all types of ultimate periodicity, LU = UfEo h-‘( LT), 
and BU =ur=, h-‘(BT). 0 
ent 
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